Pre-Employment Medicals

Package Number: 25977-000-FMR-HXYM-00002
Package Title: Pre-Employment Medicals

General Description
Rio Tinto's Amrun Project is located approximately 40 km south-west of Weipa in far North Queensland, Australia. The Amrun Project site will require the provision of pre-employment medical services.

Specific Scope Requirements
The scope of work includes but is not limited to the following:

- Assist in the development of comprehensive health questionnaire focused on the position profiles.
- Review and recommend medical testing protocols to ensure that the physical and environmental demands of the position profiles are considered as part of the pre-placement medical.
- Arrange pre-placement medical examinations (including grip test, lung function capacity) for project applicants as advised.
- Coordinate the conduct of the pre-placement medical testing with regards to the physical and work environments demands of the applicant's proposed position.
- Analyse the applicant’s test results and supply a profile based on the risk of the applicant developing or aggravating a condition while performing the proposed position.
- Provide occasional written and verbal reports as required by the Project.
- Maintain confidential records of all test results as appropriate.
- Provide an appeals process and an avenue for applicants to discuss results if required.

The Contractor shall be capable to provide this service at the following locations as a minimum:

- Queensland
  - Brisbane
  - Gladstone
  - Mackay
  - Townsville
  - Cairns
  - Weipa

- Interstate
  - Service location will be limited to capital cities
**Forecast Award Date:** 1Q, 2016

The primary Contractor may utilise the ICN Gateway to procure subcontractors for partial scopes of work. Expressions of interest for works associated with this scope are therefore encouraged to be submitted to ICN.

**Instructions to Tenderers**

If your business possesses the capability and capacity to perform the stated scope of work, please submit a registration of interest via the ICN Gateway at www.amrun.icn.org.au.

Please ensure that:
- Your company profile on ICN Gateway is complete, up-to-date and accurate
- You register your interest as a Full Scope or Partial Scope supplier (where applicable), and
- You respond to all project-specific questions via the ICN Gateway.

**More Information**

Please contact the Industry Capability Network Queensland on +61 (7) 3364 0676 should you have any enquiries regarding this scope of work.

More information about the Amrun Project can be found on the Rio Tinto website www.riotinto.com.

**Disclaimer**

Scope of Work is indicative only and is intended to be used as a summary description of work which may be required by Rio Tinto and may be subject to change. Full scopes of work will be made available to parties that are invited to tender. There is no undertaking to contract or proceed to a competitive process implied by this form. Further contact with interested suppliers will be at Rio Tinto’s discretion.